
Notes from English 10 Zoom meeting on Tuesday May 5.

We reviewed the elements of a story and the parts of Freytag’s Pyramid.

1. What are the different elements of a story that we have discussed in this class?

• characters - the main people in the story; human, alien, animal, etc.; protagonist (main 
character, good guy) and antagonist (challenges the main character, bad guy); antagonist 
and protagonist can resolve their problems and be friends by the end

• plot - the main events of a story, a summary of the story, a timeline of the story

• theme - the lesson to be learned from the story, the moral of the story

• setting - time and location; when and where the story takes place

• conflict - the problem the main character has to face or overcome; usual takes place 
between the protagonist and antagonist

- character vs character
- character vs self
- character vs supernatural
- character vs nature
- character vs society

• resolution - how the conflict is solved; problem solved

2. What are the parts of Freytag’s Pyramid that we have discussed in this class?

• exposition - introduction of characters and setting

• inciting incident - start of the conflict

• rising action - more challenges that add to or build on the conflict (leads to or contributes to 
the larger conflict)

• climax - the peak of the conflict; the main character is forced to make a choice

• falling action - outcomes from the climax and the decision the main character made; leads to 
a resolution

• denouement (resolution) - the ending; the conflict is resolved and either everyone lives 
happily ever after or it leaves us on a cliff hanger for another story



Your assignment this week

Provide Mrs Williams with brief descriptions for,
• two protagonists
• two antagonists
• two setting locations
• two setting times

Your descriptions should provide detail, but be short and sweet. They do not need to relate to 
one another and do not have to combine to make a story. You can be inspired by actual 
characters and settings from books and movies, but you need to create your own. This is the 
first step in our creative writing assignment. 

Examples,
• antagonist - 12 year old girl, she is a bully that thinks she runs the entire school
• setting location - on a sail boat in the middle of the Pacific Ocean


